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We study the intrinsic shapes and orientations of type I and II AGN galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 (SDSS DR7), by studying the distribution of projected axis ratios of AGN hosts separated into spiral and elliptical galaxies. We define control samples of non-AGN galaxies that mimic the colour, luminosity and concentration distributions of the AGN population, taking into account the effects of dust extinction and reddening. Assuming that AGN populations have the same underlying shapes as their corresponding control samples we find that the type I AGN population is strongly biased toward face-on galaxies, while the spiral type II AGN toward edge-on galaxies. Ellipticals type II show a much weaker tendency, consistent with random orientations. Those tendencies could be explained with a central obscuring torus of 40 degrees of azimuthal height located preferentially in the galactic plane. This points towards a geometrical alignment between optical light and accretion discs, putting important constraints on gas inflow and accretion processes.

Motivation

The aim of this work is to study the possible alignment between galaxy/accretion disc/radio jets with a novel technique based on the model by Padilla & Strauss (2008, PS08) using a large AGN sample, Lagos, Cora & Padilla (2009) that showed if such alignments were to occur, massive galaxies should host BHs with high spin values, regardless of the detailed physics of the BH. Since the BH spin regulates the mass-to-energy conversion (Marconi et al. 2004) and possibly the existence of radio jets (Silk et al. 2007), this study has a strong impact in our understanding of galaxy formation.

The intrinsic shapes of AGN host galaxies in the SDSS

Catalogue: 27,450 SDSS DR7 galaxies classified as AGN and separated in Seyfert type I (broad-lines), type II (narrow-lines) and type III (star forming galaxies) following Hao et al. (2005). Method: We assume that AGN hosts have the same shapes as non-AGN galaxies (control samples) but possibly with different inclinations with respect to the line of sight. Control samples were selected using the spectroscopic SDSS DR7 galaxy sample, as follows:

- We do not consider type III AGNs since their hosts may show high amounts of gas and dust, and uncommon blue colors.
- We classified galaxies by morphology, where elliptical galaxies are those with $f_{\text{elas}} > 0.9$.
- We select control samples so that they match the $b/a_{\text{MAX}}$-weighted ($b/a$ is the ratio of minor to major axis) properties of the AGN hosts.
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\caption{Projected axis ratio, $b/a$, distributions for each AGN (black) and their corresponding control samples (blue). Vertical red and blue lines indicate distribution peaks. Errors were calculated using the jackknife technique.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{MAX-weighted axis ratio distributions for type I control samples (type II are very similar). Symbols correspond to SDSS galaxy samples and lines are the best-fitting models for the parameters shown in Table 1.}
\end{figure}

AGN orientations alignments

We study possible face- or edge-on preferences in the AGN population by calculating the predicted $b/a$ distribution for a set of projected $b/a$ (Fig. 3) through the parameters of Table 1.
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\caption{Axis ratio, $b/a_{\text{MAX}}$, as a function of the inclination angle for type II control sample (type I are very similar). Darker colors represent higher probabilities.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Distribution of the ratio between normalised frequencies of cos($\phi$) of the AGN population and the corresponding control samples (i.e. to account for details in the cos($\phi$) distributions of control samples which are not perfectly flat). Errors were calculated using the jackknife technique.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Distribution of cos($\phi$) under the assumption of random torus orientations between 0–90 degrees. The theoretical prediction by LPC09 is in solid black line.}
\end{figure}

Conclusions

- Structural parameters of AGN control samples (Table 1) are consistent with the full SDSS DR6 spiral/elliptical population (PS08).
- Samples of the same morphology and different Sy type have very similar structural properties, supporting the AGN unified model.
- The orientation distributions of the AGN samples reveal that type I AGN have a strong tendency of being face-on, while type II show the opposite, but weaker, tendency.
- Random distributions of cos($\phi$) for AGN are ruled-out with a confidence of $b/a > 1$ for spirals and $b/a > 1$ for ellipticals.

\begin{table}[h!]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Sample & $b/a_{\text{MAX}}$ & $\mu$ & $\sigma$ & $\gamma$ & $\delta$ & $\chi^2$ \\
\hline
Type I Ell & 0.4 & 0.2 & 0.05 & 1.1 & 0.1 & 23 \\
Type I Sp & 0.5 & 0.2 & 0.05 & 1.1 & 0.1 & 23 \\
Type II Ell & 0.4 & 0.2 & 0.05 & 1.1 & 0.1 & 23 \\
Type II Sp & 0.5 & 0.2 & 0.05 & 1.1 & 0.1 & 23 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 1: Best-fitting models for each control sample: The last column shows the likelihood associated to the parameter set.}
\end{table}
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Characterising shapes with the model by PS08

PS08 models galaxies as triaxial ellipsoids parameterised by two axis ratios, middle to major ($b/A$) and minor to middle ($C/B$), with lognormal and gaussian distributions characterised by the mean and dispersion $\mu$ and $\sigma$, and 1 $-\gamma$, $\delta$, respectively.